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ORANGE SOIL!

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1WKqqfzmIyhBR6FgJeZbawWaJYDh2jVUf/preview


How well do we know the Moon?



Credits: NASA-Apollo 17 Crew - NASA/JPL/NSSDC - Credits for the additional process. and color.: Dr Marco 
Faccin/Lunar Explorer Italia/IPF







● The lunar surface was covered 
in gas-spewing volcanoes and 
lava - it looked like Mordor- for 
at good chunk of its history

● Volcanism was so intense that it 
created a transient atmosphere

● Sulphur content made it visible 
from Earth

● Most intriguing: it might have 
contained water



Before Apollo...

The first Apollo astronauts were 
kept in quarantine for 21 days, just 
to make sure they didn’t carry any 
deadly lunar microbes



Formation Theories 
Before Apollo

3 Scenarios

● Co-accretion: the Moon 
formed alongside Earth as a 
pair

● Capture: the Moon became 
trapped by Earth while passing 
close by

● Fission: it was spit out when 
Earth spun so rapidly that it 
became unstable and split in 
two (originally proposed by 
George Darwin, Charles's son, in 
1879.)



After Apollo

No life, past or present

As old as Earth

Made of rocky material variously melted, erupted, 

and crushed by meteorite impacts

No planetary magnetic field exists today

Covered by rock fragments and dust, called the 

lunar regolith

It’s strongly related to Earth

The Moon lacks iron and volatile elements

Lacks water

Had a catastrophic past that melted most of it and 

covered it in a magma ocean



Chemically, the Moon looks like what 
you’d expect after vaporizing Earth 
material and letting it condense in the 
vacuum of space. It lacks most of the 
easily vaporized elements regularly 
found in meteorites and terrestrial 
rocks, including water and hydrogen, 
and has little iron

A new Theory was needed
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Proposed by William Hartmann and Donald Davis, Alastair 
Cameron and William Ward

The Giant Impact Theory 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HMcyKhL_t8I


● Volatile elements can scape
● Lack of metallic core
● Large mass ratio compared to its host planet — more than 50 times 

those of the giant planets
● High angular momentum. If all the angular momentum could 

somehow be transferred to the Earth alone, our planet would spin 
around in only 5 hours

● Late formation relative to other solar system objects

Explains the Moon very well



Plays well with planet-formation 
models
● Doesn’t gain much traction at first, because it seems that such an 

impact is considered very unlikely
● New planet-formation models show that such collisions might be 

common: Giant impacts mark the beginning of the end of a long 
process in which bits of rocky material gradually clump together, 
growing in size to form boulders, then planetesimals, and then 
planets

● Giant Impact Theory Becomes dominant



The Giant Impact Theory Runs 
into Trouble



Isotopic ratios



Isotopic ratios

● Oxigen 16, 17, 18

● Tungsten-182 



Just add Water
Alberto Saal, 
Brown University



Saving the Giant Impact Theory



Mixing things up

Pahlevan and 
Stevenson

● Not efficient
● Requires too 

much energy



Use Less Theia - Hit Harder

Stewart and Ćuk

● More energetic 
impacts are 
possible

● Still not enough 
mixing



Vaporize Everything

Lock and Stewart

● Ultimate mixer
● Allows for 

more energetic 
impacts

● Could explain 
water



Multiple Impacts

Rufu et al. ● Faster impacts
● Mask Impactors signatures



Fix Theia

Dauphas

● Enstatite 
Chondrites

● Against Solar 
System 
formation 
models

● Doesn’t explain 
Tungsten-182



1. Pre-Apollo theories didn’t work
2. Giant Impact Theory appears and 

becomes dominant
3. Computer simulations and isotopic 

ratios create problems
4. Now scientists are trying to find ways 

to save the GIT



Will we ever know?
Get more samples

● Venus and Mercury
● Meteorites
● Moon

Look elsewhere

● Exoplanets
● Exomoons
● Signs of synestias



Will we ever know?



Will we ever know?



THANKS!


